


Wedenesday,
29th January

Backbreaking, funny, 
unforgetable
journey to 
gorgeous Berlin.



CHARLOTTENBURG PALAS

Views were breathtaking

On Thursday we  visited the
amazing Charlottenburg palace. 
We will remember it for a long 
time!



The Jewish Museum

We’ve spend two hours in
The Jewish Museum
which has really unusual
construction.

We have seen Jews’ 
holy book– Torah, 
admire a lot of 
monuments and  
signed into the
chronicle.



It’s time for something yummy

In the evening we went to a Turkish
restaurant . Everyone could order 
whatever they wanted.



The Story of Berlin

On Friday,  after breakfast we 
went to another museum – Story 
of Berlin.

Everybody was delighted by vibes
of that place.



The Bunker under the Story 
of Berlin 

Under the shopping centre ,where
was the SoB museum,the bunker
from Second World War was situated. 
It was cold and dark there.



Madam Tussauds

Next amazing place was  wax
museum Madam Tussauds. 
Everything was really realistic.



Presentation

Before we went to Berlin, our students
worked hard to prepare presentations
about the results of our survey connected
with the Comenius project.

All students and teachers
wanted everything to be perfect.



Saturday, 
1st February

During the last day in 
Berlin we have seen
interesting place 
of retention of Jews.

That place  showed us our life. We 
have bigger or smaller problems
sometimes it is hard but we 
should be strong!!  



Travelling in a big red bus 
through Berlin!





MUSEUM OF ARCHITECTURE 
It was enormous and  all replics
looked like real.



THE UNDERGROUND
We usually travelled by 
underground which was 
extremely quick.

Sometimes it was crowded
but we had a lot of fun.



We have visited a big shopping centre
and bought everything in a smaller
one ☻.



Teachers: Tadeusz Karpowicz, Rafał Milcewicz, Iwona Kobierska, Joanna 
Skłodowska-Płoska, Małgorzata Olszewska
Students: Łucja Grzesiak, Nikola Bieniewska, Klaudia Plust, Helena Korwin-
Piotrowska, Sylwia Rozmianiec, Magdalena Izdebska, Paweł Ptak, Mateusz 
Raczko



The end

It was a really great  journey and 
we had a really great time. Now
we have a lot of amazing
memories!!! 
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